
 
 

 

November 27th, 2013 
 
Matt Ehrman, Forest Planner,  
Aspen and Sopris Ranger District,  
White River National Forest 
620 Main St., Carbondale, CO 81623 
 
Sent via email: mehrman@fs.fed.us 
 
 
Dear Mr. Ehrman, 
 
Please accept this comment letter from the Roaring Fork Mountain Bike Association 
(RFMBA) a Chapter of the International Mountain Bicycling Association (IMBA).  
 
IMBA is a 501(c) 3 non-profit educational association whose mission is to create, 
enhance and preserve great mountain biking experiences. Founded in 1988, IMBA leads 
the national and worldwide mountain bicycling communities through a worldwide 
network that includes 35,000 individual members; more than 750 chapters, clubs and 
patrols; more than 200 corporate partners; and about 600 retailer shops. IMBA's members 
live in all 50 U.S. states, most Canadian provinces and in 30 other countries. As a 
Chapter of IMBA, RFMBA represents IMBA in the Roaring Fork Valley. Whether 
through trail stewardship, encouraging responsible riding, or participation in civic 
processes like this one, we seek to be valuable partners with the community and land 
managers.  
 
Snowmass Ski Area plays a very important role in the overall mountain bike trail system 
in the Roaring Fork Valley. The sport of mountain biking can be enjoyed in many ways; 
there are recreational riders gaining fitness on historic mining routes and ski area roads, 
cross country riders climbing, traversing, and descending traditional singletrack trails, 
and gravity focused downhill riders utilizing vehicle shuttles and existing ski area 
infrastructure to facilitate their ride experience. A community that can offer high quality 
experiences across that spectrum of riding is well positioned to be a mountain biking 
destination.  
 
PROPOSED ACTION 
 
We support the proposal to improve the mountain bike trail network at Snowmass Ski 
Area because it will increase the quantity and quality of lift-serviced mountain biking 
opportunities. 
 
The proposed Meadows Skill Center will play a critical role in introducing new riders to 
the growing sport of mountain biking. While many adults can recall their first successful 
ride balancing on two wheels, the skills required to safely navigate the ups, downs, roots, 
rocks, berms, tabletops, and jumps encountered while on lift assisted mountain bike trails 
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are best acquired through professional instruction in a safe and relatively controlled 
environment. Learning skills through repetition of proper form and technique on small 
features helps to prepare riders to apply these same skills out on the bigger system trails.  
Having this type of Skills Center as one of the amenities at Elk Camp will ensure that 
new riders have a great experience on their first day out, increasing the chances that 
they’ll return and introduce their friends and family to the joys of the sport. 
 
The proposed beginner flow trail will offer a key amenity that does not currently exist for 
both visitors and locals who are interested in trying out the sport of mountain biking in a 
relatively safe and fun venue that will allow entry level riders, both young and old, to 
take advantage of the professional mountain biking instruction offered by the Aspen 
Skiing Company. Currently, bike instructors are taking entry level riders on the Easy 
Rider trail, and are dealing with scared and disappointed clients due to the relatively 
intermediate nature of the Easy Rider trail. Creating a world class caliber beginner 
downhill flow mountain bike trail is critical to establishing Snowmass as a summer 
destination for mountain bike tourism; this is a goal of ever growing importance for local 
economic development.  
 
In developing the new trail we strongly encourage the use of optional lines that add 
challenge. This allows a rider to progress by taking on skills that prepare them for the 
next level. For example, on a beginner trail (green) it would be appropriate to incorporate 
a few optional lines with intermediate (blue) features.  
 
The proposed reroute of the Easy Rider Trail will introduce realignments that will 
improve a relatively intermediate level trail that is unloved by experienced riders and too 
difficult for entry level riders, and turn it into a trail that offers both fun and safety 
through the construction of turns and features that can be enjoyed by riders of all ability 
levels. Ensuring that multiple trails are available for the enjoyment of riders of all ability 
levels will be critical in creating a trail system that users will want to return to again and 
again. As a means of comparison, consider how many beginner and intermediate ski runs 
are offered on Snowmass during winter ski area operations to accommodate the most 
number of users. A larger downhill trail system creates the critical mass needed for long 
term success. 
 
The proposed reroute of the Vapor Trail will also introduce realignments that are 
intended to improve the flow and quality of this special trail. Starting from the top of the 
Elk Camp Chairlift, in a near high alpine environment, this trail offers a unique 
experience that riders will be able to enjoy more readily upon completion of reroutes.  
This downhill directional trail currently has a flat section near its top portion that is not 
appropriate for the types of bikes designed for use on a lift accessed trail network.  
Conversely, the bottom portion of the trail follows a fall line alignment that is out of 
character with the swooping turns and berms on the best parts of the trail. While 
exhilarating for some, the fall line riding creates a high speed descent on an unsustainable 
portion of trail. The combination of change in character and high speeds creates a 



 
 

 

potentially dangerous situation for some riders. The proposed improvements will create a 
trail with consistent flow and character from top to bottom, and the trail’s reputation will 
quickly be elevated in regards to the highest quality trail in the system, the Valhalla Trail.  
The Vapor Trail, while serving as an intermediate to advanced level trail, will be able to 
serve a greater number of user abilities upon completion of the proposed reroutes.   
 
COMPREHENSIVE SUMMER TRAILS PLAN 
 
We strongly support the Aspen Skiing Company’s efforts and focus on developing a 
dense and high quality system of this type on the Elk Camp side of Snowmass Ski Area.  
However, we strongly encourage the permit holder and the Forest Service to consider 
planning for a lift assisted trail network that is of greater size and density so that it 
ensures that both visitors and locals will have reason to return to the system on a regular 
basis. Many of the users of the current trail system find that the limited quantity and 
variety of trails is not sufficient enough to return to multiple times during the summer 
riding season. By increasing the number and variety of trails, and ensuring that riders of 
all abilities have high quality trails to enjoy and further develop their skills on, Snowmass 
will be able to achieve its goal of maintaining and increasing its competitiveness within 
the year-round recreation industry. As there are already significant winter ski area 
operations in this location, expansion of summer use and operations should be considered 
an appropriate and allowable use. 
 
In addition to the increased number and variety of trails in the permit area a 
comprehensive plan would also ensure connectivity to Forest Service trails outside of the 
permit area, guidance on the use of professional trail builders and maintenance 
requirements. Even if implemented in phases, a comprehensive plan would allow the 
permit holder to fully capitalize on their potential summer activities and be an efficient 
use of Forest Service resources.  
 
Many thanks for all of your efforts on the review of this plan, and for the work that it 
requires of everyone at the Aspen and Sopris Ranger District. There is no doubt that this 
plan will set the stage for many great system improvements in the years to come.   
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
Mike Pritchard 
RFMBA, Board President 
PO Box 2635 
Aspen, CO 81612 
970-948-3486 

Jason Bertolacci 
IMBA, Regional Director,  
Colorado & Wyoming 
PO Box 7578  
Boulder, CO 80306 
303-545-9011 




